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Introduction. The results of the present paper combine the research
done by the first author mainly in 1929-1930 (which was never published)
and the results of the thesis presented by the second author at the
University of Kansas, 1955.
The principal topic of the first two sections is the following: can a
uniformly continuous transformation T of a metric space & into a metric
space J^~be extended with conservation of modulus of continuity to any
larger metric space %? containing 3ί metrically so that the range is still
contained in J^~Ί In § 1 we show (Theorem 2) that for the possibility
of such unlimited extension of T it is necessary that the minimal modulus
of continuity of T satisfy a condition which is proved in Theorem 1 to
be necessary and sufficient for the existence of a subadditive modulus
of continuity for T. In § 2 the transformations T are restricted to be
those with a subadditive modulus of continuity* The main result of this
section is that a necessary and sufficient condition that there exist an
unlimited extension of any transformation T into a space J ^ w i t h conservation of a subadditive modulus of continuity <5(ε) is that ^ be
hyperconvex1 (see Definition 1 of §2). The nt-hyperconvexity is introduced for any cardinal ntl>3, which is a weaker property than hyperconvexity.
In § 3 the properties of hyperconvex (or m-hyperconvex) spaces and
subsets of metric spaces are investigated. As a useful tool the notion
of almost tn-hyperconvexity is introduced it is slightly weakar than
nt-hyperconvexity. The main results of this section are the following:
m-hyperconvexity implies completeness for tπ^>^τ0 (Theorem Γ) almost
nt-hyperconvexity and completeness imply nt-hyperconvexity for nt^^r 0
(Theorem 4). In any complete metric space the class of all m-hyperconvex subsets is considered as a subset of the class of all closed subsets
provided with the well known metric introduced by Hausdorff. It is
proved that nt-hyperconvex subsets form a closed set in the class of all
closed subsets (Theorem 5). The topological properties of hyperconvex
spaces are then investigated. It is proved that every hyperconvex space
is a generalized absolute retract.
In § 4 the hyperconvex Banach spaces are considered and a direct
Received June 1, 1955. This work was done under Research Grant NSF-G1126 with
the National Science Foundation.
1
This suggestive term "hyperconvex" was proposed to the authors by A. H. Kruse.
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proof is given of a conjecture of L. Nachbin that the closed unit sphere
of a hyperconvex Banach space possesses extreme points2.
In §5 the Banach spaces ^{Sίf} of continuous real functions on
compact Hausdorίf spaces Sίf are considered from the point of view of
ui-hyperconvexity. In Theorem 2 a necessary and sufficient topological
condition (Qm) for the space Sίf is given in order that c^{S^f) be nihyperconvex.
In the final § 6 relevant examples are given illustrating the developments of previous sections. Also several unsolved problems are stated.
l Moduli of uniform continuity. We shall call an extended valued
nonnegative function δ(ε), 0<ε<αD, a modulus of uniform continuity,
or briefly a modulus of continuity, if it is nondecreasing and converges
to 0 as e goes to 0.
If T is a transformation of a metric space 2$ into a metric space
J ^ we call δ(e) a modulus of continuity of T if, for x, y in &ϊ and
(1.1)

. Pi{T(x

where p and pλ denote the metrics of & and J^ respectively.
If a transformation T has some modulus of continuity, it is uniformly
continuous.
For each uniformly continuous transformation T there exists a
minimal modulus of continuity δτ(ε) defined as follows:
(1.2)

5*(e)=sup \px{T(x)9 T(y)); x,

Every other modulus of continuity of T satisfies the obvious relation
δτ(e)^δ(e) for all ε > 0 .
A modulus of continuity is called subadditive if
(1.3)

d(e1 + e2)^δ

for any e : > 0 and ε 2 >0.
1. In order that there exist a subadditive modulus of continuity majorating a given modulus of continuity <5(ε), it is necessary and
sufficient that
THEOREM

(1.4)

lim sup ^ ε ' < oo .
s-»oo

2

ε

This conjecture was already indirectly proved by J. L. Kelley [11]. Numbers in
square brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper.
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Proof. If δo(ε) is a subadditive modulus of continuity majorating
δ(ε), then for some ε o >O such that o0(ε0)<cx> and all ε>ε 0 , we have
lim sup —-^--<I lim sup

^ lim sup

°-• -δ(εβ)

where [α] denotes the greatest integer in α. Hence the condition is
necessary.
To prove the sufficiency of the condition we observe first that since
δ satisfies (1.4), there exist positive numbers ε± and M such that
for ε^ε t , and hence, for every a with
(1.5)

(5(ε)^(5(α)4-εiMε
a

for all ε > 0 .

This is easy to check, by considering ε separately in the intervals (O α],
(α ej, and (εx; oo).
Define now the function δo(e) for all ε^>0 by
(1.6)

δo(ε)= inf [δ(a)+-εi-Me'] .
O<Λ<S! L

a

A

This function is obviously finite, nonnegative, nondecreasing, and
satisfies δ(ε)<^δQ(ε). Furthermore, for ε<ε?, δo(ε)^δ(-\/ ε~) + zMV e",
hence lim δo(e)=δo(O)=O. Finally, since δo(e) is the inf. of linear functions
it is concave (that is, 8Q(Fe' + F'e")^%(e') + F'8Q(e") for all e', e'7, β'f
and β" nonnegative with β' + β"=l).
From this it follows that δQ(ε) is
3
continuous and subadditive .
A metric space & is called convex* if for any two of its points x,
yf xφy, and for some a, β with p(x, y)=cc + β, α > 0 , /5>0, there exists
a point z in S? with p(a?, 2j)=α and p(^, y)=β. If such a point £ exists
for any decomposition p(x, y)=ct + β, c^>0, /5>0, then g7 is called totally
convex5.
REMARK 1. If the domain Si of a transformation T is a totally
convex space, then the minimal modulus of continuity is subadditive.
a

See, for example, E. Hille [9].
See K. Menger [13J.
^ See K. Menger [13].
4
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In fact, for some given ε i > 0 , ε 2 > 0 and for every arbitrarily small
number ^^>0, there exist points x, y in £& such that p(x, ?/)<ε ΐ + ε.2 and
(T(x), Γ(2/))> 5 Γ ( e i + e*) —9 For a? and 2/ we can choose a point 3 such
Pl
that

and

From this we get

Since 37 is arbitrary, our assertion follows.
We will say that a transformation T of a metric space & into a
metric space J^~ has the unlimited uniform extension property with respect
to ^~ if for any metric space £? containing & metrically6, there exists
a uniformly continuous extension of T to the whole of CS with range
in ^
Clearly if T has this property, then it must be itself uniformly
continuous.
THEOREM 2. In order that a transformation T of £& into ^
have
the unlimited uniform extension property with respect to J ^ it is necessary
that its minimal modulus of continuity δτ(e) satisfy the property (1.4)
of Theorem 1.

Proof. Suppose that the property (1.4) is not true for δτ(e).
there exists a sequence of real numbers {εw} such that en^>n and -τK

Then
n)

>ra,

n=l,2, ••• . Therefore by the definition of δτ(e), there exist xny yn in
SJ such that ocn=p(xnyyn)^en
and Pl(T(xn),
T(yn))>nεn.
Form a space £? from the points of £& and the points of the form
fa ξn)f 0 < ? w < α w , n=l,2, •••. Define the metric Pr on if in the following way:
(1)

x, y in Ωf, P\x, y)=P(x, y) .

(2)

x in ^ , 2/=φ,£ n ),
ξn, P(x, 2/»

6

^ is contained in £f metrically if it is a subset of g and the metric of g7, for the
points of 3, coincides with the original metric of &r.
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(3 ) x=(n, ξn), y=(n, ηn), p'(x, y)=p'(y, x)=\ξn-yn\,
(4 ) χ=(m, ξj, y=(n, ηn), p\x, y)=p\y, x)
= min [p'(xm, y)±ξm, p'(ym,
= min \β\xn, x) + ηny p'{yny
The last equality in (4) can easily be checked, and also there is no
difficulty in verifying that p' satisfies all conditions for a metric in the
space if.
Suppose that there exists a uniformly continuous extension T of T
to the whole of ^ with range in jβt~% Then let δ(e) be a modulus of
continuity for f, and let e' be a positive number such that i(e')<oo,
£n
Denote f +1 bymM. Consider now the points of & of the following
type:
(n,

Un

i = l , 2, •• , mΛ —1,

i)=xnΛ,

xn^=xn

and
Ύ

nι

%v

Un

n,mn

By definitions (2) and (3), we have
P \%nΛi

X

n,i

ε

=bs

+ l)
Wi

Z

Therefore

On the other hand, this means that

and so for n

which is impossible.
2. Hyperconvex spaces* Extension of uniformly continuous transformations* The main purpose of this section will be the study of
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extension of uniformly continuous transformations with conservation of
moduli of continuity in particular, we shall be interested in the property
of the space J^" which guarantees that every uniformly continuous
transformation T with range in S^ has the unlimited extension property
with respect to J^, the extension conserving a given modulus of continuity δ(ε) of T.
Theorem 2 of the previous section shows that if this requirement
is satisfied, the minimal modulus of continuity of T must fulfill condition
(1.4). Then Theorem 1 says that we can choose for T a subadditive
modulus of continuity. We should therefore correct the statement of
our problem by restricting it to any transfomation with range in J^
which admits a subadditive modulus of continuity δ(ε). We wish all
such transformations to have the unlimited extension property with
respect to ^
their extensions admitting the same modulus δ(ε). In
order to formulate the necessary and sufficient condition for ^ so that
our requirements be satisfied, we are going to introduce some definitions.
In the following definitions, we denote by m any fixed cardinal
number
1. A metric space £? will be called hyperconvex (or
m-hyperconvex) if for any indexed class of closed spheres in S? S(xit r j ,
ieI (or for any such class with card ( I ) < 4 satisfying the condition
that p{xiJXj)^riJrrj
for all i, j in /, the intersection f\ S(xif rt) is not
DEFINITION

empty.
It is clear that hyperconvexity is stronger than m-hyperconvexity,
which is stronger than rt-hyperconvexity if n<Cm. For m=3, it is easy
to see that 3-hyperconvexity is equivalent to total convexity. (In fact,
if the space is totally convex and if p(xlf x2)^^i + r2y then the point z
which realizes the distances pfx9z)==~-1—-p(xux9) and p(x29z)=-—-2—p(xlfx2),
Tχ + r2
"
r! + r 2
will lie in S(xu Λ) f\S(xi9 n). On the other hand, if the space is 3hyperconvex, then for the decomposition p(xl9 χ2)=a + β, α > 0 , /?>0,
we take any z in S(x19 a)p\~S(x2,β), and therefore p(Xi,z)<La, p{x%,z)<Lβ,
which are in fact equalities because of p(x1,z) + p(x.i,z)2>p(xl9x2)=a + β.)
This is the justification of the term hyperconvexity.
DEFINITION 2. A metric space is called m-separable if it contains a
dense subset of cardinal < m .
It is obvious that m-separability is weaker than rt-separability if
n < m , and ^-separability coincides with the usual separability, inseparability means that the metric space is a finite set, and tn-separability
for a finite cardinal m means that the space contains at most nt — 1
points.
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We shall prove first a few statements about spaces having the above
properties.
THEOREM 1. If the space £? is m-hyperconvex and at the same time
m-separable, then it is hyperconvex.

Proof. Consider an arbitrary indexed family of spheres S(xi9 rt),
iel, satisfying the requirements of Definition 1, that is, p(xuXJ)^iri-hrj
for iyjel.
Let {pk}, keK with card (ϋf)<m, be an indexed set of
points, which is dense in g\ Put
(2.1) rfc=the infimum of all r > 0 such that there exists iel
S(pk,r)>S(xt,rt).

with

The class of spheres S{pk,rk), keK, satisfies the requirement for mhyperconvexity. In fact, card (K)<^m. Take any two indices k, I in
K and an arbitrary ε > 0 . By (2.1) there exist iel, jel such that

and

The two spheres S(xi9 rt) and S(xJt r5) satisfy the requirement of nihyperconvexity. Therefore there exists a point q in

a fortiori, q is in

That means

Since ε is arbitrary, we obtain the requirement for tn-hyperconvexity
for {S(pfc9 r'k)}, keK.
It follows that there is a point x in f\ S(pk, r'k).
JcβK

What remains to be proved is that for every i in I9xeS(xi9rt)f
that is,
p{x,Xi)^rt. For this purpose take an arbitrary ε > 0 . By density of
the set {pk}, keK, there exists a point pk for each xt such that

Hence
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Therefore

and
p(x, xt)<Lp(x,

Since e is arbitrary, the proof is complete.
REMARK 1. The above theorem means that for m-separable spaces,
m-hyperconvexity is equivalent to hyperconvexity. For m<^^0 the
theorem is completely trivial since m-separability means then that the
space has a finite number of points, whereas m-hypereonvexity implies
total convexity, which is impossible in a finite set except when the set
is reduced to a single point. For such a set clearly all our properties
are trivially satisfied.
REMARK 2. Since every space 2f is m-separable for m>card (if),
it follows that hyperconvexity of ξf is equivalent to m-hyperconvexity
of gf for any m>card (if).
We give now a simple and almost obvious lemma, which we shall
need later.
LEMMA. // a metric space is (m-\-l)-separable, tnl> 1, then any proper
subset of it is m-separable.

Proof. In fact, take first m to be finite. Then (m -f Inseparability
means that the space has at most m points and any of its proper subsets
has at most tπ —1 points. Therefore it is m-separable. If mi>^ 0 > then
τn + l = m . Let {pt}, iel, be an indexed set dense in gf with card
(J)<«t. For each i in /, consider in a proper subset & of S? a sequence
{Pι,n} > n £ JV=the set of positive integers, such that lim p(piy Pι^=p{PuS^)1 •
W-*oo

It is easily checked that the set {Pi,n}f (i, n)eIxN, is dense in & and
card (/xiV)<nt ^- 0 =ίπ.
We can now consider our problem of unlimited extension of a uniformly continuous transformation with range in a given metric space
J^with metric ρλ. Among the subadditive moduli of continuity, especially
important is the one given by <5(ε)=ε. If a transformation admits of
this modulus of continuity, we will call it a contraction. The condition
we shall give in what follows will turn out to be necessary already if
we restrict the transformations to contractions, and sufficient if we
accept a transformation with arbitrary subadditive modulus of continuity.
7

p(pi, 3)) is the shortest distance between pi and 3) and may be zero.
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Therefore it will be convenient to give the two types of theorems
separately.
We use the notation T < Γ , or Γ > 2 \ for two transformations T
and f if T is an extension of T.
THEOREM 2. Let J^be a metric space and m be a cardinal number
I>3. If for every contraction T with some domain 2$ and range T(2$)
in J?~, and for any (m + iyseparable* metric space & containing 2$
metrically, there exists a contraction f of & into ^ such that f >-Γ,
then the space ^~ is m-hyperconvex.

Proof. We start by proving that J^~ is totally convex, that is, 3hyperconvex. In fact, consider two spheres S(xlf rx) and S(x2, r2) with
pi(xu x2)^Lr1 + r2. We may assume xxφx2 otherwise there is nothing to
prove). Let T be the identity transformation defined on &=(xlfx2).
As the space 0" consider &\J(y), y being a point not in ^~, and define
the metric p on if by putting
p(x2f x1)=p{x1,

a?2)=/o1(α?1, x2) ,

p(xlf xλ)=p(x2,

x2) == 0 ,

if y)=p(y,

p(y, y) = 0,

X i ^ ^

v y)=p(y>
It is clear that i? is a metric space and that it is certainly (m 4-Inseparable. By hypothesis, there exists an extension Γ^>Γ, which is a
contraction of ^ into ^~. That means
p1(T(y)9x1)^

and similarly

which shows that S(^, rJftSix^

r2)φ0.

Take now an indexed class of spheres in J^ S(xi9ri), iel, card
(/)<m, with pι{xi,xj)^riJrr3
for i,jel.
We want to prove that
Consider therefore the set & = {a?,}, i e / card
= m if m is an infinite cardinal.
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card (/)<Ίn. We take in Sf the metric p1 and consider as T the identity
transformation on j ^ " . It is then a contraction. We shall form a space
έ? = & \J (ξ) by adjoining to £& a single points ξ not in ^ and define
the metric p on £f as follows :
p{xiy)=^p1{xyy)

if a?, 2/ in ^ ,

jφ?> f)=K£> α?)=r'(a?) for a? in ^ , where r'(#)=inf r, for all r > 0
such that for some ie I, S(x, r) 7>S(xίf rt).
To prove that the so defined p is a metric, we have only to prove the
following inequalities :
(1)

p(x, ξ) + p(y, ξ) ^ p,(x, y) ,

x, y in

(2)

pi(χ,y)+p(y,£)^p(χ>ε)>

x

>v

i n

^,
^

Proo/ 0/ (1). For every ε > 0 , there exist i,jel

such that

and

Since
by the total convexity,

Hence the two spheres S(x> r'(x) + ε) and S(y,r'(y) + ε) intersect, and

The first inequality is then proved because e is arbitrary.
Proof of (2). Take an arbitrary ε > 0 .
> r'(y) + ε ) 3 S(^, rβ).

There exists iel

Because

we have

Since e is arbitrary, p{x, ξ)^pi{x,y)

+ p(yf ξ).

Clearly card

such that
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c

By our hypothesis there exists an extension Γ)>Γ of £ into ^ which
is a contraction. It follows, therefore, that
P l

Hence

(T(ξ),

x

i

f

Π%

3. Let ^be an m-hyperconvex metric space, and T be a
transformation of a metric space & into J?~with a subadditive modulus
of continuity δ(ε). Let & be an (m-fl)-separable space containing 2$
metrically. Then there exists an extension Ty~T to the whole of if with
range in J^" with the same modulus of continuity δ(e).
THEOREM

Proof If we have a transfinite sequence of transformations {TΛ}Λ<(X
such that T^^ζTβ for ct<Cβ and if all these transformations have the
same modulus of continuity δ(ε), and their ranges in ^ then their
common extension to the union of their domains has obviously also the
modulus of continuity <?(e) and its range in J^". It follows by a classical
argument that for the given transformation T there exists a maximal
extension Γ > T with modulus of continuity δ(ε) with domain . # C 2 ?
and range in J^~. We shall prove that & must then necessarily be ^
and hence T will be the required extension of our theorem.
In fact, suppose that 2& is a proper subset of g7. Then there exists
a point y in §? — 2Ϊf. By our lemma, 2$ is m-separable. Therefore
there is in 22 a dense subset {pt}, iei, card (I)<^m. Consider in
the family of spheres S>(T{pϊ), δ(p(pif y))). Clearly we have

By m-hyperconvexity, there exists a point ze^sxxch
in /

that for every i

(2.2)
Define a transformation T with domain {Pι}ιei\J{y) and such that
Γ ( A ) = Γ ( 2 ) * ) and T(y)=z.
On the set {pt}teZ, T' = T, and so T' has the
same modulus δ(ε). On its complete domain Tr has also the modulus <5(ε)
in view of (2.2). Hence it is a uniformly continuous transformation with
modulus δ(ε) and domain {Pi}iei\J(y)- Therefore it has a unique extension
to the closure of its domain with the same modulus of continuity. Since
the closure of its domain clearly contains & \J (y) and on 2$ it coincides
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with T, then the extension of T to the closure of its domain is a proper
extension of f. This is a contradiction to the maximality of f. Hence
our theorem is proved.
As an immediate corollary of Theorems 2 and 3 we obtain the following theorem.
THEOREM 4. Let J?~be a metric space. In order that any transformation T of any metric space & into ^ with some subadditive
modulus of continuity δ(ε) possessy for any space ξf containing S$ metrir
cally, an extension to the whole of £ with the same modulus δ(ε) and
with range contained in J^~, it is necessary and sufficient that J^be
hyperconvex.

Proof. The sufficiency follows from Theorem 3, since every metric
space έ? is (m + Inseparable for some cardinal m, and ^, being hyperconvex, is m-hyperconvex.
The necessity follows from Theorem 2, since jF~is m-separable for
some cardinal m, and therefore must be m-hyperconvex if we restrict
even the space S? to be (m4-Inseparable.
3. Properties of hyperconvex spaces hyperconvex subsets of metric
spaces* In the present section we shall compare the hyperconvexity or
m-hyperconvexity with other properties of metric spaces, and also study
the class of all hyperconvex subsets of a given metric space. We introduce first the following properties of metric spaces.
1. A metric space is said to have the property (P) (or
(Pm), mi>3) if for any class of closed spheres S(xi9 rt), iel, where I is
an arbitrary class of indices (or card (/)<m), such that every couple
of these spheres intersect, all the spheres intersect.
It is immediately seen that the property (P) (or (Pm)) is weaker
than hyperconvexity (or m-hyperconvexity). In fact, if any two spheres
SiXtiTi) and S(xjyrj) intersect, then the relation pix^x^^rt + rj holds.
DEFINITION

THEOREM 1. Property (P) {or (Pm) for m>^- 0 ) implies the completeness of the space if.
Proof. Take any Cauchy sequence {xk} in if.
Since
class
ment
point

Put r]c=

l>k

{xk} is a Cauchy sequence, rk converges to 0. Consider then the
of spheres S(xkf rfc), fc=l, 2, ••• . It satisfies clearly the requireof property (P) (or (Pm) for m>^r 0 ). Therefore there exists a
x common to all S(xk1 rk). It follows that
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lim sup f)(x, #fc) <; lim sup rk=Q .
fc->oo fc~»o=>

Hence limίrfc=#, which proves our theorem.
As an immediate corollary we obtain
THEOREM

Γ. Hyperconvexity (or m-hyperconvexity for m>^- 0 ) im-

plies completeness of the space.

THEOREM 2. Hyperconvexity (or m-hyperconvexity) is equivalent to
the property (P) (or (Pm)) and total convexity.

Proof. In view of a previous remark it remains only to prove that
the property (P) (or (Pm)) and total convexity imply hyperconvexity (or
m-hyperconvexity). But this follows immediately upon inspection of the
definition or the relevant properties, and because of the fact that by
total convexity if two spheres S(xi9 n) and S(xj, r5) satisfy the relation
p{%i9Xj)^Lri + rp they must intersect.
REMARK 1. In Theorem 2, we can replace total convexity by convexity if we consider the property (P) (or (Pm) for m > ^ 0 ) This is
due to the fact that by Theorem 1 the space satisfying the property
(P) (or (Pm), m > ^ 0 ) is already complete, and in complete spaces convexity implies total convexity. (See K. Menger [12] and N. Aronszajn
[2].)
We introduce now an auxiliary notion, which will be helpful in the
development of the present considerations.

2. A metric space i? is said to be almost hyperconvex
(or almost m-hyperconvex for ml>3) if for any class of spheres S(xif9rt)9
iel (or for any such class with card (7)<m), satisfying p(xit a^ ) <>* + ?>
i,jel, and for any ε>0, the intersection Γ\S(xt9ri + e) is not empty.
DEFINITION

iβl

It is clear that almost hyperconvexity (or almost m-hyperconvexity)
is weaker than hyperconvexity (or m-hyperconvexity). For m==3 the
notion of almost 3-hyperconvexity was first introduced under the name
of almost convexity (N. Aronszajn [1]).
When we consider the different properties which we introduced for
a subset of a metric space, we shall treat the subset as a space in itself
with the metric induced by the metric of the space in which it lies.
THEOREM 3. Consider two subsets A and B of a metric space &
with equal closures in &:A=B.
If A is almost hyperconvex (or almost
m-hyperconvex), then so is B.
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Proof. Consider in 5 a class of spheres S(yif r^), yteB, iel (I is
any class of indices or card ( I ) < m depending on what hypothesis we
accept), with ρ(yi9yj)^rt + rJf for i,jel.
,
Since BdA, there is a point xt in A such that p(xif yι)<^~ for any
4
e>0.

Consider then the class of spheres s(xit r4 + — j , ί e / .

Here we

have
^(a?,, χj)<Lp(χi9 yt)+p(yi9 y^ + piyj, Xi)^-;-+ri+rJ+^r
4
which shows t h a t iSfa?*, rt-h-• - ) t

,
4

satisfies the condition of almost

hy-

( V
4/He/
perconvexity (or almost m-hyperconvexity). Therefore Γ\S(xifrί + — )Γ\A
iβi

is not empty.

\

2 /

Let a; be a point in the intersection. Since AC.B, there

exists a point y in B such that ρ(x, y)<C— It follows that for i e J,
4
Hence the proof is complete.
4. 7/α space CS'is complete and almost (va-\-l)-hyper convex,
then it is m-hyperconvex*'.
THEOREM

Proof. Consider a class of spheres S(xt9rt), iel, card ( / ) < m , with
p(xt9Xj)<Lrt + rJ9 i,jel.
We shall construct by induction a sequence of
points {pk} in g 7 , fc=l, 2, •••, such that
(3.1)

p

,ey(pM

Once the sequence {p^} is constructed, it is easy to see that it is a
Cauchy sequence. In fact, />(p
-i, PfcP*)5^)<I^—^--f—, hence {pk} is a Cauchy
p(v*-i>
fc
sequence. For its limit p we have then
9

Our original theorem was as follows: if a space 6 is complete and almost m-hyperconvex for m ^ ^ - o , then it is m-hyperconvex. We are indebted to the referee for the
remark, that by a slight change in the proof (which actually simplified it) one can prove
the present statement. Obviously the two statements are equivalent for m ^ ^ o , but the
present one adds to our information about the case with m < ^Γo
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pfaif P)= Km p(xi9 pk)<L lim (rt + - o J = n ,
which means that

Γ\S(xi9ri)^Q.
ίβl

It remains to show that a sequence {pk} with property (3.1) exists.
By almost m-hyperconvexity, there exists a point p1 in Λ £ ( a ? t , r H — ) .
Suppose that the point #fc is already defined satisfying
Γ\S(xi9ri-\-—).

pke

If we adjoint to the spheres Sfe, n) the sphere

S(pk,—),
the condition in almost (m 4- l)-hyperconvexity is obviously
V 2V
satisfied and hence we can choose a point pk+ι in the intersection

The last theorem together with Theorem Γ gives immediately
COROLLARY 1. For m>^- 0 > va-hyperconvexity is equivalent to almost
m-hyperconvexity and completeness.
COROLLARY 2. Let & be a complete space, tnl>^ o , and A a dense
subset of if. Then the almost m-hyperconvexity of A is equivalent to
the m-hyperconvexity of if.

This follows immediately from Theorems 3 and 4.
Theorems 3 and 4 give
3. // %y is almost {m+iyhy per convex, then the completion of 8^ is m-hyperconvex.
COROLLARY

Let g7 be an arbitrary metric space. We shall denote by 2ί(έf)
the class of all nonempty closed subsets of £?. We can consider in this
class the metric which was introduced by F. Hausdorff [7], and is defined
as follows: for A,Be$l( if)
p(A, B)= max [sup p(x, B)y sup p(y, A)] .
xβA

yβJB

The distance here may be infinite for some sets, (for example, if one
of the sets A, B is unbounded). Since in any case all the properties of
a metric are satisfied, except that the value -f co may be taken, we
shall call the space in general an extended metric space. It is easily
proved that in such a space we have a natural decomposition of it into
mutually disjoint metric components. Any two elements belong to the
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same component if the distance between them is finite, otherwise they
belong to different components. The topology induced by the extended
metric is introduced like that by a usual metric. Therefore all metric
components are mutually disjoint, open and closed subsets, each of which
forms a usual metric space.
Denote by SIm( έf) the subclass of 2I( '&') of all sets which are almost
m-hyperconvex.
THEOREM

5. 2^(8") is a closed subset of St(έf) in the Hausdorff

metric.
Proof. In fact, let
in 21(8*). We have to
of spheres S{xifr^f iel,
i,jel.
For any e > 0
io(4,4)<^.
4

{An} be a sequence in 3ϊm(§?), converging
prove that A is in Sίm(^). Consider any
card (/)<^nt, with xte A and pix^x^^ri
consider then a positive integer n such

to A
class
+ rj,
that

Therefore for each x% there exists ^ e An such that

p(%n yd <C~ε-4

Clearly the class of spheres Slyίf 7\ + --)
\
4/

satisfies

condition of almost m-hyperconvexity in An.

Hence if we add — - to all
4
r4-f — ) . Since /o(-4w, A ) < - j ,

radii, there exists a point y in An f\ f\ s(yif

there is a point ^ in 4 such that p(%,y)<C . That # belongs to
4
Π S f e f i + ε) follows from the inequalities:
ίei
p.

i =

,. »

* ==.

4

PS

*

2

4

Hence the theorem is proved.
REMARK 2. If 8 is complete and iπ2>^0> then clearly all sets in
Sl(2f) are complete as metric spaces in themselves, and hence all sets
in 2im(£?) are m-hyperconvex by Theorem 4.
Even if the space gf is not hyperconvex (or iπ-hy per convex) itself,
it may contain a large class of hyperconvex subsets, for example, all
isometric images of segments of the real line. If Z" itself is hyperconvex, then it contains always a large class of hyperconvex subsets,
which even satisfy a stronger property, which we shall call the external
hyperconvexity relative to ό\ and which is defined as follows:

the
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7

3. A set A contained in g is externally hyperconvex,
in short ext. hyperconvex, relative to if if for any class of spheres
S(xifrt) in i? (xi not necessarily in A) satisfying p{xiyX3)^ri + rj and
p(xt, A)<Lrt for i,jel, A f\ Γ\ lS(xt, rt) is not empty.
DEFINITION

Similar definitions can be given for ext. m-hyperconvexity. The
following theorem with some changes will also be valid for the case of
ext. m-hyperconvexity.
6. Any nonempty intersection of a class of spheres,
Γ\ S(ak, pk), K being an arbitrary elms of indices, of a hyperconvex space
THEOREM

Jc€K

& is externally hyperconvex relative to i?.
Proof. Let

Consider an a r b i t r a r y class of spheres {S(xif n ) } i e / with p(xif x^
and p(xt, A) <Ξ>έ for i, j e I. The class of all spheres S(ak, pk) and S(xt, n )
satisfies t h e requirements of hyperconvexity in if.
For if k,le K, we
have clearly p(ak,aι)<,pk-hpι
by hypothesis. The case where i,jel
is
obvious. Finally for keK,
iel,
we have, for e > 0 and some point
yteA,
p{xt, 2 / i ) < n + ε (since p(xίf A)<Lri), and therefore
ρ(ak, xt) ^ p(ak, yt) -f p(xt, 2/0 ^ P* + n + e -

Since e is arbitrary, p{ak,xi)^pk-\-ri.
intersection

Therefore there is a point in the

Λ Sfro n) Λ Λ S(ak, pk)=A Γ\ Λ S(zt, n) .
There are several interesting properties of ext. hyperconvex subsets
of g7. We shall mention here only one, and that is the following.
THEOREM 7. If A is ext. hyperconvex relatively to &, then for
every point x in & there exists a point a in A realizing the minimum
distance from x to A.
Proof. Consider for r=p(x,A), the sphere S(x,r). Clearly it satisfies
the requirements of ext. hyperconvexity. Therefore A f\ S(x,r)Φ§.
Let a be a point in the intersection. It follows that a is on the boundary
of S(x,r) and p(a, x)=p(xf A).
We shall pass now to purely topological properties in order to show
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that hyperconvex sets form a very restricted class from a topological
point of view. We shall recall that a subset A of if is called a retract
C
of S if there is a continuous transformation T, called retraction, of έf
onto A such that T(x)=x for x in A A metrizable space A is called
an absolute retract (See K. Borsuk [5]) if for any metrizable space g\
in which A is topologically embedded, A is a retract of g\ Absolute
retracts are compact, connected, locally connected, and all their homology
groups and homotopy groups are the same as those of a single point.
A metrizable space A will be called a generalized absolute retract if for
every metrizable space g% in which A is topologically embedded and
closed, A is a retract of g\ The generalized absolute retracts have
many properties similar to those of the absolute retracts. However, a
generalized absolute retract is not always compact instead of compactness it has the property of being an absolute Gδlϋ. A generalized absolute
retract is an absolute retract if and only if it is compact.
If T is a retraction of a metric space g7 onto its subset A, we shall
call it contracting retraction if it is also a contraction.
8. If A is hyper convex, and is contained metrically in a
space g% then there exists a contracting retraction on & onto A,
THEOREM

Proof. In fact, consider the identity as a transformation of A onto
A. By the extension property of a hyperconvex space, Theorem 4, §2,
we can extend this transformation with conservation of modulus <5(ε)=ε
to the whole of έ? and with range in A the extension is clearly a
contracting retraction of g" onto A.
COROLLARY

4. If A is hyperconvex, then it is a generalized absolute

retract.
Proof. In fact, if A is contained topologically in g7 and is closed
in '6', then by a theorem of F. Hausdorff (F. Hausdorff [8]), we can
change the metric of g7 into a topologically equivalent metric, which
coincides with the hyperconvex metric of A on 4 . We then apply the
preceding theorem and obtain a retraction of g7 onto A.
COROLLARY

5. // A is hyperconvex and compact, it is an absolute

retract.
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 4 and the definition.
10

This means that it can be metrized with a complete metric.
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THEOREM 9. If £?is a hyperconvex space, then a subset A of £f is
hyperconvex if and only if it is a retract ofW by a contracting retraction.

Proof. If A is hyperconvex, then the existence of a contracting
retraction is given by Theorem 8.
Conversely, if T is a contracting retraction of if onto A, consider
any class of spheres S{xi,ri)y xteA and p(xι, x^^ri-hrj for i,jel.
7
Because S is hyperconvex, there exists a point p in Γ\ S(xίf rt). Then
it follows that
p(T(p), xt)=P(T(p),
Hence T(p)e
iβl

T(xt))^p(P,

f}Af\S(xt,rt).

4 Hyperconvex real Banach spaces* Hyperconvex real Banach
spaces were recently considered by L. Nachbin [14]. He introduced
them by using the property (P) of §3, which clearly is sufficient since
linear normed spaces are always totally convex. His results are of two
kinds. First, he considers the extension of a linear transformation T
from a real Banach space g7 into a real Banach space jy^and proves
that the hyperconvexity of ^""is necessary and sufficient for the possibility of extending T to a linear transformation T of the whole of if
into J7~, with conservation of bound, HΓH^HΓH, for any if and T.
This result was obtained by N. Aronszajn in 1929, but was never
published11. The second kind of Nachbin's results concerns the characterization of hyperconvex real Banach spaces as spaces (&(<:%f) of all
real continuous functions on extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff
spaces 3ίf. This interesting result was obtained by Nachbin under the
assumption that the closed unit sphere in a hyperconvex real Banach
space possesses an extreme point. J. L. Kelley [11] proved this result
of Nachbin without assuming the existence of extreme points of the
unit sphere. He used a characterization of hyperconvex Banach spaces
introduced by D. B. Goodner [ό]12, and constructed explicitly the space
J^*by using the extreme points of the unit sphere in the conjugate
space. Kelley's proof clearly settles in the affirmative Nachbin's conjecture that the unit sphere in a hyperconvex real Banach space always
has an extreme point. We are going to prove here in a more direct
11

This result is not exactly a special case of our general theorem from § 2, since it
adds to the hypothesis the linearity of T and to the thesis the linearity of the extension
T. But this additional point can be arranged in a similar way as in the classical proof of
the Hahn-Banach theorem, and we shall not give here the arrangement since it was done
by Nachbin. We shall remark, however, that by using the idea of our proof of necessity
in Theorem 2, § 2 (introduction of r\x)) Nachbin's proof of necessity could be simplified.
12
This characterization is akin to our Theorem 8, §3.
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way Nachbin's conjecture without going out of the original Banach space,
and we shall use only its hyperconvexity and some general theorems
about convex sets.
We start by introducing the general notions and properties con13
14
cerning abstract convex sets , which we shall need . For the sake of
completeness we introduce also some standard notations. In an abstract
real vector space ^x,ye
5^~ xφy, a and β reals, we call

the straight line through x and y,

the half line from x through y,
[χ;y]=[y;χ]=E[w=ax+βy, a>0,
tυ

the segment joining x and y,

the half open segment from y to x,

the open segment joining x and y.
If x=y, we extend the definitions of segments in the following way:

and

A subset V of ψ~ is called a linear variety if with any two points
x9 y xφy, it contains the whole straight line xy. Every linear subspace
is a linear variety. Every linear variety is obtained from one and only
one linear subspace by translation. The dimension of the linear variety
is the same as that of the linear subspace. In the case of finite dimension, it has therefore the natural topology of finite dimensional vector
spaces.
A set K contained in ^ is convex if with any two points x, y it
rά

Convexity means here the usual convexity in vector spaces as distinguished from
metrical convexity; the latter means that the set is provided with a convex metric.
14
These general notions about convex sets were introduced by N. Aronszajn.
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contains the whole segment [x;y} A convex set K is linearly closed if
its intersection with any finite dimensional linear variety is closed in
the natural topology of the linear variety. It is well known that K is
linearly closed if and only if its intersection with any straight line is
closed on the straight line.
Let Kd 3^ be a convex set. There exists the smallest linear variety
containing it, that is, the linear variety generated by K. Every linear
variety is linearly closed. For every convex set K there exists the
smallest linearly closed convex set K containing K. it is called the
linear closure of K.
A point x in K is an inner point of K if and only if for every y
in K, yφx, xy f\K contains x in its interior (relative to xy).
A point x in K is a border point of K if and only if for some y in
K, yφx, xy Γ\K has x on its boundary (relative to xy).
A point x in if is an extreme point of K if and only if for every
ζ y

ζ y

y in K, yφx, xy f\K has x on its boundary (relative to xy).
For any convex set K containing more than one point the extreme
points are at the same time border points, and the set of inner points
and the set of border points form a disjoint decomposition of K. When
K is reduced to a single point x, the usual logical interpretation of our
definitions would be that x is an inner point and also an extreme point,
without being a border point. We shall agree, however, in this special
case still to consider x as a border point. This is the only case in which
an inner point is also an extreme point or a border point. It is well
known that for any convex set K the set of its inner points is convex,
but it may be empty.
LEMMA 1. Let x in K be an inner point of K.
closure K of K can be obtained as follows:
K=~ E

Then the linear

\x;v)CK.

Proof. Denote the right-hand side of the equation by Kτ. Clearly
K is contained in Kτ. For any y in Ku y belongs to the closure of
[x y), and therefore is in K.
On the other hand, Kλ is convex and linearly closed. In fact, for
any y, z in Kτ consider ay+βz, #I>0, β^iO, α-h/?=l. Since [x;ccy +
)J r > 0 , dI>0, γ±d=X] , and γx + δ(ay 4- βz)=
a(γχ + δy)Jrβ(rx+δz) belongs to K for all a, β, γ, and δ as prescribed
above, then ay + βz belongs to Kλ for all tf i>0, β2>0, a + β=l. To prove
that Kτ is linearly closed, we have to show that if {y;z)C.Ku then y
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(or z) belongs to KΎ. Since (y;z)= Έ{w=ay-\-βzy Λ > 0 , /?>0, a + β=ΐ],
w

then E [ ^ = r ^ + ^ 2 / + ^ ) , r > 0 , <52>O, 7-+ 3=1] is contained in K. Because
V

x is an inner point of K, we have for some α o > O , β o > O , <20-{-/30=l and

some

> ,

(l4-ε)^-e(α:02/+^) belongs to K.
To prove [x;y)C.K, we have to prove that μx+vy belongs to K for
A^O, ^ ^ 0 , μ-hv=l. To this effect consider the following convex combination :

It is easy to check that for every 0O<Ξll we can choose β and S with
0 < / 3 < l and 0 ^ ^ < l such that

ε

^or^^
eβ + δβ

proof.
Let if be a convex set. We introduce for points x, y in K an
equivalence relation x<^y as follows:
if x=y then x~y
£->

if xφy, then x~y if and only if xy f\K contains x and y in
its interior (relative to xy).
It is easy to prove that the relation x~y is actually an equivalence
relation. Hence K is decomposed into mutually disjoint equivalence
classes. Any of these equivalence classes will be called a cell of K.
Then to each x in K there exists one and only one cell Cx such that
xeCx.
We shall list now a series of properties of cells of a linearly closed
convex set K their proofs are easy and will be omitted here.
A cell C is a convex set and every point of C is an inner point of
C. The linear closure C of a cell C is a union of cells, and can be determined by the formula of Lemma 1. The inner points of C are the
points of C. C always has border points and therefore border cells,
unless C=C. This last case presents itself only if C is a linear variety
that includes also the case when C is reduced to a single point x (variety
of dimension 0). The single point x is then an extreme point of K. If x
is a border point of C, then Cx is composed of border points of C. For
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any cell C an extreme point of C is at the same time an extreme point
of K.
As usual we shall denote, for AC. 5^~and a real, by aA the set of
all elements of the form ax, x e A. For any two subsets A and B of
3*", A+B denotes the set of all elements representable in the form
x+y, xeAy yeB.
These notations will also be used when one of the
sets is reduced to a single element.
1. Let x be an element of a linearly closed convex subset
K of a vector space ^
Then for every a ^> 0
THEOREM

(4.1)

KC\l-aK±{l + a)χ-]=CxΓ\[-aCx\~{l + a)χ\ .

Proof, That the left-hand side of (4.1) contains the right-hand side
is obvious. To prove the converse take an element y in Kf\\_—aK+
{l-\-a)x~\. It follows that y belongs to K and there exists z in K such
1
a
that y=—az-{-(l-ha)x. This gives x=
y+
z. Since α > 0 , x
+ a interval
1-hct (y z) is contained
belongs to (y z). Therefore the whole 1open
in Cx.

Hence [x;y)CZCx, and by Lemma 1, y is in Cx.

Similarly, z is

in Cx.

Therefore y=~az + (l + a)x belongs to CxΓ\[—aCx+(l-ha)x].

REMARK. If in the vector space 7"we have a topology agreeing
with the linear structure of 3^ (for example, locally convex or normed
topology), then a convex set closed in this topology is, a fortiori, linearly
closed. But the converse is not necessarily true. Even if K is closed

in the topology, the linear closure C of a cell C of K may not be closed
in the topology. In view of this fact the result of Theorem 1 may seem
somehow surprising, since it shows that if K is closed but Cx is not
closed, then still CxΓ\[—aCx+(l + a)x'] is closed.
LEMMA 2. IfS
is the closed unit sphere of a normed vector space
3^ then for any x in 9^and a^>0,

— aS+ (l-ha)x=S((l + a)x, a) .
In fact, if y is an element in 5^" such that lb~(l + cφ?||<i<2, then
there exists an element z in S satisfying — az=y—(l + a)x. Therefore
y=—az + (l +a)x. The converse is also true by reversing the above
argument.
Let & be a hyperconvex real Banach space, the metric being given
by the norm, p(x, y)=\\x—y\\. To prove Naehbin's conjecture that the
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closed unit sphere S possesses an extreme point, we shall prove first
the following lemma.
3. Let xeS and α > l .
of Cx such that

Then there exists a border point y

LEMMA

Proof. Consider first the case when

Then we can take for y any border point of Cx. Such a point exists
since Cx is contained in S, and hence cannot be a linear variety, unless
it is of dimension 0, that is, a single point. But then the same single
point is a border point of Cx.
Now consider the case when Cx^CxΓ\[—aCx+(l-\-a)x]. We put
(4.2)
For every z in A consider the spheres
S(a+1z

2

The class of all these spheres together with S=S(0,1) satisfies the requirements in the condition of hyperconvexity, since for any z, z' in A
we have
a+1

rt-fl.

α-1
and
α-fl_

-2-0

α-1

<% —1

2
α—1

Therefore there exists a point y such that
(4.3)

yeSf\Γ\
6A

We shall prove that CyCCxΓ\[—aCx+(l + a)x\. Since x belongs to
A, then by applying Lemma 2 and Theorem 1, we have
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a—
2

It follows that y belongs to Cx and CyCZCx. We still have to show
that Cv(Z\_ — ccCx+ (l + a)χj. Suppose this is not true. Then there exists
an element u such that
(4.4)

M e C , - [ - α C x ; ( l +φ ] .

Since u belongs to CυCZCx9 u is in Cx, and since xe[—aCx+(l

+ a)x],

we have u φx. Consider the straight line ux and its intersection with
S. Because S is linearly closed and bounded, there exist v! and x in S
such that ux f\S=\u' x'~\. We can choose the notations so that u belongs
to [u' x], and x belongs to [u;x'~]; u may be equal to u', but x must be
different from x\ In fact, by Lemma 1, since ueCyC.Cx, (u;x]CZCx.
Therefore x and any point in (u x] are equivalent, and x must be in the
interior of \u';xΓ\. This implies that xφx'.
It follows that all points
in (u';xf) belong to Cx. Hence x belongs to Cx — Cx. Introduce the
point v by equation u= — av-h(a + ΐ)x. Hence, by (4.4), v$Cx and

(4.5)

v

λ

lϊ±l

a

α-fl

a

Aa

α-fl

It follows that xe(u;v)CZux.
Since [%;#'] Oar, [u;x'~\CZCx and v$Cx,
we have x'e(u;v).
Therefore by (4.5), we have ||a?' —%||<||v —u\\ =
λ±?ί\\x-u\\, and \\x-u\\>-—-\\x'-u\\.
a
1-ha

It follows that

=

This shows that x' e A.
oyp^nΓ-

2

^ i

2
1-fα

Following (4.3),
α

+ 1

y1-r

AΓ

2_r

Qg + i

y

Ί

Therefore y belongs to Cx,. Hence u e Cy C Cx, and a? 6 [u x'] C C,/,
which is impossible because it was shown above that x'eCx — Cx and
therefore CX,C.CX — CX.

Consequently CyCZ[—ccCx +
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To show that y is a border point of Cx we observe that otherwise
Cy=Cxf and so CX=^CXΓ\[~-aCxl (l-\-a)χ], against our assumption.
Hence the lemma is proved.
2. Let S be the closed unit sphere of a hyperconvex real
Banach space <3£. For any point x in S, Cx contains an extreme point
of S.
THEOREM

Proof. For y, z in S define a partial order relation, y-Kz, as follows :
if y=z, then
if yφz, then y^z if and only if y is a border ponit of Cz and
CyCZC.ni-2C.iSz].
It is immediately verified that the relation <C is in fact a partial order
relation.
Consider now an ordered subset A of S. We claim that there exists
a point y in ΪS such that y-^z for all z in A. We notice first that
CgΓ\l — 2C.+ Sz]='Sί\S'(Sz92). Consider then the class of all spheres
5=5(0,1) and 5(3s, 2) for zeA. For any z and z'φz in A we can
suppose that 2 < z ' (A being ordered) and hence
ze S nS(3z, 2) = Czf\l~2Cz±Zz]

CZC.CZC,,n[-2C,>± 2zf]

= 5 Π 5(3^,2).
It follows that 5~Π5(3z, 2)C\S{Zz\ 2 ) ^ 0 . We can therefore apply the
hyperconvexity to this class of spheres and find a point
yoe Γ\ {Sf^SiZz, 2)} == Π ί<?* Π [-2C. + Sz]} .
If the ordered set A has a smallest point we can take it as y. If,
however, there is no smallest point in A, for each ze A there exists
zf e A with z ' O Then yQeCz,. Hence ?/0 is together with z' a border
point of Cz and CyQC.Cz,C.Cz Γ\[—2CZ+ 3z]. Thus ?/0<^ and we can put
By a classical argument it follows now that there exists a minimal
element x0 in 5 which is smaller than an arbitrarily chosen element x
in S. We are going to prove that xQ is an extreme point of 5. In fact,
by Lemma 3, there exists a point y, which is a border point of CXQ and
satisfies CyCZCXQΓ\[-2CXo+ 3a?c]. This means that y^xG* Since x0 is
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But y is a border point of CXύ, and xQ is an

inner point of CXd; y=x0 can happen only if CXd is reduced to a single
point x0. Hence xQ is an extreme point of S, contained in Cx.
5 The spaces £f ( ^ ) for compact Hausdorff spaces Sff. Nachbin's
theorem shows that the space cέ?{3ίf) of all continuous real functions
on an extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space Sίf with the usual
norm, | H | = sup [|y>(a?)|,x e ^Λ * s hyperconvex, and every hyperconvex
real Banach space is a space ^(Sίf)
for some extremally disconnected
compact Hausdorff space .^'(Theorem of Nachbin-Kelley). This suggests
an investigation from the point of view of m-hyperconvexity of the
spaces ^{Sίf)
for general compact Hausdorff spaces Sίf. We prove
first
THEOREM

1. Every space <&{£%?) is ^0-hy per convex15.

Proof. Suppose that we have a finite number of spheres S(φk,rk),
fc=l, 2, •• ,w, such that \\φk — <Pι\\^rk + rι tor l<Lk, l<Ln. By definition
of the norm in 9^\£ί?} we see that ψ belongs to S(φk, rk) if and only if
(5.1)

ψifa)-rk<*ψ(x)<L<pk(x) + rk

for all x in St.
Since any two of these spheres intersect, it follows that φk(x)—rk<L
φ^Λ-ri for all x in 3ίf, and l<Lk9 l<Ln. Therefore max[^ f c (^)~r f t ]^
mm[φι(x) + rι~] for all x in Sίf. Let ψ(x)= max [φk(x) — r j .

Clearly ψ(x)

is continuous and satisfies (5.1) for every k. Hence ^(M^) is ^ 0 hyperconvex.
In order to characterize the space ^ for which c^(3tf) is mhyperconvex (m>^- 0 ), we shall introduce the following property Qm'
1. A Hausdorff space ^ ^ i s said to satisfy the property
(Qm), where m is a cardinal>0, if for any two classes of open subsets
DEFINITION

of Sίf, {^ijiβi and {^jjjβjf

t

such that card

(/) and card (J)<m,

and ΨΓ(Z W ^"for any i, e 7, j\ e J, and (W ^<) Π (W 5^)=0,
1

jej

iei

jeJ

we have
REMARK
15

1. It is of interest to connect the property (Qm) with some

Problem 2 of Nachbin's Paper [14] requires essentially the proof of a converse of
this theorem. It seems, therefore, that the theorem was known to Nachbin.
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well known properties. Consider for instance a totally disconnected
compact Hausdorff space C9if. It is well known (Stone's Theorem [16])
that such a space corresponds to a Boolean algebra. Actually it is determined by the Boolean algebra of its subsets which are open and
16
closed. Consider the notion of m-completeness for this Boolean algebra.
The m-completeness of this Boolean algebra is equivalent to the fact
that \JGi is open for any class {Gt}iei of open and closed subsets of
J ^ w i t h card (I)<^ιn. We can state now that the m-completeness of
the Boolean algebra implies the property (Qm) for the corresponding
totally disconnected compact Hausdorff space Sίf. In fact, if the classes
satisfy the requirements of the property (Qm), and
τ and { ^}jej
is totally disconnected, we can replace every set ^/lχ by an open
and closed set F/^ so that ^ ^ C ?/! C U ^V

We find similarly an

open and closed set 5^ τ with ^ χ C 5 ^ C \J 3^. Clearly \J ^ = \J ^4
and U 3^J= U 3^. Furthermore U ^ ί Π W ^ = 0 . But by our hypothesis U ^i is open and closed.

Hence we have \J "?/[ f\3 \J 7^=0.

REMARK 2. If a compact Hausdorff space Stf has the property (Qm)
for m greater than the cardinal of a basis of open sets in 3(f, then 3ίf
is extremally disconnected. In fact, if G is any open set in ^ f consider
Gx—<βίf — G. In a basis of open sets in S^ίf of cardinal < m , consider all
those sets ^ such that ^/' (ZG, and all those sets 5^such that WcGλ.
Clearly card ( { ^ } ) and card ({5Π) are less than m. Also the classes
and {^} satisfy all the requirements of the property (Qm) since
\j <?/=G and \J c/^=Gι. Therefore by property (Qm), \Γ& =G is disjoint
from Xjψ-^G^. It follows that G1CZ<^f-G=G1. Hence GL=Gly and
so G=<βέ? — G1 is open and closed.
We shall need later the following general lemma about compact
Hausdorff spaces.

LeMMA 1. Let <p and ψ be two real finite valued functions defined
on a compact Hausdorff space SίZ In order that there exist a continuous
function f defined on §ίf suck that φ{x)<^f{x)<Lψ{x) for every x in ££ζ
it is necessary and sufficient that
(5.2)

lim sup φ(x') <llim inf ψ(x') .
x'-*x

16

x'-^ x

We call here a Boolean algebra m-complete, if for any class of its elements with
cardinal less than in there exists a least upper bound. This is not the usual notion of incompleteness, where all subsets of cardinal <^_m are accepted. See G. Birkhoff [3].
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(lim sup φ(x) can be defined, by cosidering the class Ux of all neighborx'-*x

hoods of x, as

inf
c

u n '

sup φ{x). Similarly, liminf ψ(x')= sup inf ψ(x').)
c

'

u

vU'HJ

REMARK 3. The essential part of this lemma is well known in the
case of metric spaces (See F. Hausdorff [7]), and was proved recently
in the case of normal spaces (which include compact Hausdorff spaces)
by M. Katetov [10], and separately by H. Tong [17]. This essential
part is the following theorem: if φ is upper semicontinuous, ψ is lower
semicontinuous, and φ<Lψ, then there exists a continuous function /
with φ<,f<=ψ. Our lemma results immediately from this, since (5.2)
is clearly necessary for the existence of a continuous / with φ<Lf<^ψ.
On the other hand, denote lim sup ψ{xf) by φ(x), and lim inf ψ{xf) by ψ(x).
xf -»aj

x'-*x

It follows that ψ is upper semicontinuous, and ψ is lower semicontinuous.
Hence the above theorem gives the sufficiency.
2. In order that the space c<^\£ίf) for compact Hausdorff
space £ίf be m-hyperconvex, it is necessary and sufficient that the space
Stf satisfy the property (Qm).
THEOREM

Proof. For m<Ξ^ 0 there is nothing to prove, since Theorem 1
shows that c^(c%") is always m-hyperconvex, and it is obvious that the
property (Qm) is satisfied by every Hausdorff space.
We shall therefore consider only
Necessity. Suppose that the property (Qm) is not satisfied. Then
there exist two classes {^4}iei and { ^j}jejf satisfying the requirements
of the property (Qm)f such that there exists a point p in U ^ ί Π U 3^.
Put ^ = \ J ^ ,

5^"=\j 5^', and F=£t—(^\J

*&"). For every i e /

and j e J we construct a continuous function <ptj(x) satisfying the properties :
xe Ψ4
x e f/
xeF;
xe
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(χ)

φij

= l,

Xβ

c

^j.

Consider now the class of spheres in ^{Sif)\
jeJ.
Clearly card ( / x J ) < m .
of m-hyper convexity, because

s(φiJ9—j,

i e I a n ( i

These spheres satisfy the requirements

WijW-ψi^Wl^O
<:~
2
<
and hence 11^ — p ^ J I ^ — = = — + — .

1

2

for xeF,
for xe ^ / ,
for xe Ψ\

By m-hyperconvexity, there should

exist a continuous function ^ belonging to all the spheres S(φijf

—J.

This means that \φ(x)-φtJ(x)\<L— for all(ΐ,i)e/x J and xe Sίf. There4
fore for xe Wu \φ(x)\<L , and for xe Ψ], |y(a?) — 1 | ^ — - . This being
4
4
true for all i and i, \φ(x)\<L— for xe W, and \φ(x)~ 1 | ^ — - for # in ^Γ
4
4
Since φ is continuous, the former inequality still holds for x in ^< and
the latter for x in 5^7 That means the two inequalities hold for the
same point p, which clearly is impossible. Hence 3ίf, for an m-hyperconvex space ^ ( ^ ) , satisfies the property (Qm).
Sufficiency. We consider a class of spheres S(χi9 r έ ), χte cόp
iel, card (/)<m, such that
(5.3)

IIZt-^ll= 8UΌί\Xt(x)-Xj(x)\,xG

^Π^Lu+rj

for any ί,jel.
We want to prove that there exists a function χ in
c
(^(Sίf) such that ||χ — ;^||<in for i e / , or equivalently li{x) — ri^χ{x)^
Xi(x) + ri for all #e,$£\ From (5.3) we have #*(#) —r4<ί&(#)+• r, for all
i,jel, and xeβ^ί
It follows that the functions
ί φ ) = sup [χ4 (α?) - r t ] and ^(a?) = inf [χ
satisfy
(5.4)

ψ
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Clearly both φ(x) and ψ(χ) are finite-valued. Define y>(x)= lim sup φ(x),
x'-*x

and ψ(x)= liminf ψ(x).

It is easy to check that "φ(x)<jφ(x) for all x in

x'-*x

34f \ί and only if for any real numbers a, β, such that <%</?,
(5.5)

E [ψ(x)>β] Γ\
X

Furthermore,
1

= \JΈ\<p(χ')>β + - 1 ,
and

-

ϋE

On the other hand, we have
m

and

E

- i-L
UE
n J
iei x

a r e
continuous functions for iei, the sets ^ , T O and ^Un
Since χ β ±
(/xJV)<m,
are open, and so are \J c2Sim and \J 5^^
n . n. Moreover, card

where N= {1, 2, •}

and similarly, ^ - .

jei

'

jei

It is also clear that

^ W i C U ^ » . We claim that ^/<fίnf\ ^ ^ = 0

for every i,jel and ?z, neN. Suppose this is not true. Then let x
be a point in ' ^ ^ Π ^ J ) W for some i,j,m and w. It follows that
m
But this contradicts (5.3). Therefore we have

U^l,«Πl'^jln==0.

Hence the two classes {&t,m} «,„>&** and { ^^Jo.^e/x^ satisfy the requirements of property (Qm), and so we obtain \J ^/itmf\ Ό "^j,n=0.
i,m

Since

j,n

EifW>/5]=0u^Λcw^,», and E[?(sχ«]=0υ /ί,,cυ^;»,
then (5.5) is true, and hence ~ψ(x)<iψ(x) for every ^ e ^ v By Lemma
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1, there exists a continuous function χ such that φ<Lχ<Lψ, which implies
for all x in ^ f Hence the theorem is proved.
REMARK 4. In Remarks 1 and 2 we consider in particular totally
disconnected compact Hausdorff spaces Sίf, which therefore correspond
to Boolean algebras. In connection with Theorem 2 it is of interest to
find the property of the Boolean algebra equivalent to the property
(Qm) of the corresponding Hausdorff space Sίf. As we have already
noticed in the previous Remarks, we can limit the classes {^/Jiei and
{ ^j}jej in property (Qm) to those composed of only open and closed
sets. The thesis of property (Qm) means then that there exists an open
and closed subset G of 3t? such that every ^ C G and every 2 ^ C
3ίf—G. That allows immediate translation into a property (Q'm) of the
corresponding Boolean algebra 2ί.

Property (Q'm). For any two subsets 2Γ and 3ί" of 21 satisfying
1) card (§ί')<m, card (W)<m and
2) if α' e %' and α" e 3Π then α'Cα",
there exists an element b e SI such that a'CZbCZa" for all a' e 2Γ, α" e W.17
Here elements of SΓ correspond to f^i9 elements of SΓ' correspond
to Sίf — Ψ']j and b corresponds to G.
6. Examples and problems* By using the theorems of § 5, we are
able to construct examples of Banach spaces which are m-hyperconvex,
ittiS^o* but not m'-hyperconvex for m'>τn. The simplest example of
this kind will be the following.
Consider in an abstract set X with card (X)=ml>^r o , the Boolean
algebra Sί of all subsets A of X such that either card (A)<^m or card
(X— A)<m. This Boolean algebra is m-complete, but it is not tn'-complete
for any iτt>m. By Remark 1 of § 5, the compact Hausdorff space Sίf
corresponding to this Boolean algebra satisfies the property (Qm), and
therefore ^\3ίf) is m-hyperconvex. On the other hand, <^tf does not
satisfy the property (Qm;) for any m ' ^ r n . To see this we go back to
our Boolean algebra Sί, and check on the property (QV) given in Remark
4 of § 5, which is equivalent to property (Qm') for 3ίf. In order to see
that the property (QV) is not satisfied in SI, we choose any two disjoint subsets B and C of X such that card (B)=card (C)=m. We
consider the two classes W and 2ί/; defined as follows:
3 Γ = E [ A / = ( & ) , beB]
A'
17

3 ί " = ElA"=X-(c),

ceC].

A"

This kind of property for general lattices or partially ordered sets has already been
encountered in other considerations. See F. Riesz [15], and G. Birkhoff [4],
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Clearly card (3Γ)=card (Sί )=m<m . Moreover, (b)C.X-(e) for
every (6)eSΓ, and X—(c)e2Γ'. However, there is no De% with (6)C
D C l - ( c ) for all beB, ceC.
In fact, we would have then BC-Dand
CCZX—D, hence card (D)=m, card (X—D) = m contrary to the definition
of algebra 31.
For m < ^ 0 , it is easy to find a 3-hyperconvex space, which is not
4-hyperconvex. Take, for instance, the Euclidean plane with the natural
metric. The following problem is as yet unsolved.
Problem 1. Construct m-hyperconvex spaces (in particular Banach
spaces), which are not (m-f l)-hyperconvex for 4<m<\^- 0 .
f
In connection with the property (Q m) of the Boolean algebra, which
is equivalent to the property (Qm) for the corresponding compact HausdorfE
space, we proved, in Remark 1 of §5, what essentially amounts to the
fact that the property (Qm) is implied by the tπ-completeness of the
Boolean algebra. The following problem arises.
Problem 2. Are there Boolean algebras which satisfy the property
(Q'm) for some m>^- 0 , and which are not m-complete?
We do not know of any such example.
Till now we were able to construct compact Hausdorff spaces with
property (Qm) only among those which correspond to Boolean algebras,
that is, those which are totally disconnected. Therefore there arises
another problem.
Problem 3. Is a compact Hausdorff space, satisfying the property
(Qm) for m > ^ 0 , necessarily totally disconnected?
It is easy to prove that this is so if the space Sίf satisfies the first
axiom of countability.
L. Nachbin states the following problem :
Is every ^Q-hyper convex Banach space whose unit sphere has an
extreme point necessarily isomorphic to a space ^ ( < ^ ) , with a compact
Hausdorff J T ?
If the answer to this problem were affirmative, then Theorem 2 of
§ 5 would imply the following statement: in order that a Banach space
with an extreme point in its unit sphere be m-hyperconvex with τn2>^-0>
it is necessary and sufficient that it be isomorphic to the space ^(<5%f)
for a compact Hausdorff space ^satisfying
property (Qm).
Theorem Γ of §3 states that m-hyperconvexity for m > ^ r 0 implies
completeness. One may ask if the restriction " m > ^ 0 " is necessary.
A counter-example for m = ^ 0 is provided by the linear normed space
of all bounded sequences, ξ= {ξn}, such that only a finite number of ξn
are different from zero, with the usual norm, \\ξ\\= sup |£ n |. This space
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is obviously not complete, and it is easy to check that it is ^-0-hyper18
convex .
Theorem 4 of § 3 leads to another question: is the almost (m +1)hyperconvexity in its hypothesis necessary or could it be replaced by
almost m-hyper convexity. We could obviously replace it for τπl>^-c, but
for m < ^ r 0 it cannot be done in general. A relevant counter-example
for m=3 is the following:
19

Consider in the plane the points p=(0, 0), (j=(2, 0), and sn = ( 1, •-),
V n)
OO

7

72=1,2, •••. The space g is then W (|>; vl WOW; #])• On this space,
which is not closed in the Euclidean plane, we consider first the Euclidean
ϋ
metric, and then the resulting geodesic metric p~ . It is easy to check
that in our present space έf the geodesic metric p exists, and is complete. Therefore the space έf with the metric p is complete and almost
3-hyperconvex2ΰ. That it is not 3-hyperconvex results from the consideration of the two points p and q, for which there exists no point x
in έf, xφ-Vj %φq, such that p(p, x)+p(x, q)=p(p, q). The following
problem however, remains unsolved.
Problem 4. Is there an almost m-hyperconvex metric space (S\ for
which is complete and not m-hyperconvex?
Following Theorem 4 § 3, an example for this problem with 4 <
would at the same time give an example for problem 1 and
cardinal m —1.
At the end of § 3 we saw that every hyperconvex space is a generalized absolute retract, and if the space is compact, then it is an absolute
retract (Corollaries 4 and 5). Here an interesting metrization problem
arises.
Problem 5. If a metrizable space 8 is a generalized absolute retract,
is it possible to define a metric in £ζ which induces the given topology
on 2, and makes it into a hyperconvex space?
This problem is of interest even when we restrict ourselves to
compact spaces, that is, to absolute retracts.

18

This example was mentioned by L. Nachbin [14].
This example was given by N. Aronszajn [1].
20
In a metric space S where every two points are connected by an arc of finite length,
the geodesic distance between two points x, y is defined to be the infimum of the lengths
of all arcs joining x and y. Whenever the geodesic metric exists in a space €, the space
with this metric is almost 3-hyperconvex.
19
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